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A Message from the Director

Funding

Funding for the years 2002 and 2003 has been remark-
ably complex and had serious effects on this Nation’s ci-
vilian space weather service. Funding for FY02 fit the
familiar pattern—a little less than the year before. FY03
funds were not appropriated until February 13, and the
cut in SEC funding was dramatic.

The year 2003 was a scramble to find the funding to pay
staff and to provide for only the most vital needs of the
Space Environment Center. Bit by bit, pieces of funding
were found or given, so that all SEC staff could stay,
were paid, and could continue doing their jobs.

The current situation is rather brighter than it was three
months ago. It appears that despite a reduced appropri-
ation, funding has been identified to enable the Space
Environment Center (SEC) to carry on in Fiscal Year
2004 at about the same level as in Fiscal Year 2003. We
will continue to work for restoration (and even growth)
of funding in Fiscal Years 2005 and 2006.

All of us at SEC are deeply grateful for the many letters
and strong contacts that were directed to decision mak-
ers in Washington about the importance of space weath-
er services and research. These calls and letters had a big
effect, and helped set up the House Science Subcommit-
tee Hearing in October 2003 on “Space Weather and
Who Should Forecast It?”

Space Weather Program in NOAA

NOAA has identified several “Matrixed Managed” pro-
grams, which broadly cut across the agency. Fittingly,
space weather is one of the matrixed programs. NOAA
had many of its offices working together with SEC to
instrument satellites, collect and process data, and ar-
chive and disseminate data. This new management
brings the groups together in an organizational way that

should strengthen the support of space weather. No units
will change location or office, but the cooperation will
be more real and will acknowledge space weather needs
more directly.

Satellites

Happily, the long awaited Solar X-Ray Imager was
turned on and became a “must have” operational instru-
ment. While that accomplishment was celebrated,
another effort began for a seriously needed instrument:
a real-time solar wind monitor to replace our current
source of data, NASA’s ACE satellite. Upstream solar
wind data are vitally needed by many industries, and we
are now in the process of assuring that we will have data
when ACE eventually fails.

Partnerships Remain Strong

Finally, while we have much to look forward to, we are
especially appreciative of the support we get from our
partners who work with us on new models, better prod-
ucts, and a new understanding of the space environment.
Noteworthy in the last two years have been the estab-
lishment of modeling centers, the initiation of the
NASA Living With A Star program, and completion of
the shift of military space weather operations from Col-
orado Springs, CO to Omaha, NE. With our partners, we
will provide better service to customers here on Earth,
in Space, and on planets we have yet to visit.

Dr. Ernest Hildner, Director

Space Environment Center
325 Broadway
Boulder, CO 80305
303-497-3311, Fax 303-497-4006
Ernest.Hildner@noaa.gov
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Welcome to Space Environment Center
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The Space Environment Center (SEC), headquartered
in Boulder, Colorado, is a part of the Department of
Commerce National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAA).

SEC is the national and world warning center for space
weather disturbances that can affect people and equip-
ment. The operations center, jointly operated by NOAA
and the U.S. Air Force, provides forecasts and warnings,
and real-time data about solar and geomagnetic activity
to users in government and industry.

The SEC Mission Statement:  SEC...

� continually monitors and forecasts Earth’s space
environment

� provides accurate, reliable, and useful
solar-terrestrial information

� conducts and leads research and development
programs to understand the environment and to
improve services

� advises policymakers and planners

� plays a leadership role in the space weather
community

� and fosters a space weather services industry.

SEC accomplishes the end-to-end tasks of developing
requirements, acquiring sensors, doing data ingest, pre-
paring products, and dissemination. SEC research sci-
entists study the Sun, the region between the Sun and
Earth, and Earth’s magnetic field and upper atmosphere.
From observations of these environments, scientists are
able to improve understanding of the entire Sun-Earth
connection and develop better forecasts of solar and
geophysical disturbances.

New instruments and observing techniques continue to
expand the amount of vital data, which are constantly
being added to improve space weather monitoring and
analysis. Because some of these data sets come from
satellite observations, SEC takes a leading role in advo-
cating and designing new sensors that will fly on gov-
ernment satellites.

Space Weather Forecasting

Space Weather Operations (SWO) continuously moni-
tors, analyzes, and forecasts the environment between
the Sun and Earth. Solar and geophysical data continu-
ously flow into the Center in real-time from a large
number of ground-based observatories and satellite sen-
sors around the world. SWO forecasters use these data
to predict solar and geomagnetic activity and issue
worldwide alerts of extreme events.

What’s SEC done lately?

To provide the best forecasts and services, SEC continu-
ally works to improve space-based instruments, from
determining what space weather data to measure to
working with contractors to build instruments, and in-
terpreting the results. The Space Environment Monitors
on the NOAA GOES and POES satellites are the real
workhorses in satellite monitoring of the space environ-
ment.

Just made operational is the Solar X-ray Imager, an
instrument that stares at the Sun and conveys what it
sees to forecasters on the ground. This instrument is
making possible a huge improvement in the forecasts of
space weather at Earth.
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SEC Past, Present and
Future
History of Space Weather

Efforts have begun to write a book about the history of
space weather from the perspective of work done by
U.S. Government agencies who fostered and evolved
into the Space Environment Center. Here is a small
sample of the early history of the Space Environment
Center.

SEC has been reorganized and renamed many times
over the last 50 years. Groups that were predecessors of
SEC are noted by (SEC).

� 1945—Space weather services were needed for
radio communication and radars during WWII.

� 1946—During the buildup of the cold war and the
resultant nuclear war dangers, key government
agencies moved out of Washington. The Central
Radio Propagation Lab (SEC) moved to Boulder,
Colorado from Ft. Belvoir and began issuing dai-
ly warning/no warning forecasts.

� 1957—Sputnik was launched by the Russians.
The CRPL Radio Physics Group (SEC) and Na-
tional Center for Atmospheric Research High Al-
titude Observatory staff used their radio tele-
scopes to track the satellite and provided the
nation with predictions of the Sputnik Orbit for
over a month.

� 1959—The CRPL Radio Physics Group (SEC)
began their support for the planned NASA Mer-
cury Missions, providing forecasts to enable reli-
able communications while Mercury was in orbit.

� 1963—President Kennedy declared that we
would go to the Moon. Manned space flight is
supported by CRPL (SEC) from then until the
present.

� 1965—The Space Disturbances Lab (SEC) began
routine forecasting services with the U.S. Air
Force Air Weather Service.

� 1967—The Space Disturbances Forecast Center
(SEC) is declared “operational,” that is, staffed
continuously with a forecaster, an observer, and a
communications operator.

� 1970—NOAA was created within the Department
of Commerce. The Space Environment Laborato-
ry (SEC) was incorporated (and renamed).

� 1995—SEL became one of the National Centers
for Environmental Predication and was renamed
Space Environment Center

NOAA Reorganizes its Processes

NOAA has worked in the last year and a half to find a
better way of enumerating, selecting, funding and man-
aging its tasks, directives and high-priority projects. We
now have a combination of several interconnecting
pieces.

1. A Planning, Programming, Budgeting and
Execution System has been installed

2. A NOAA-wide Program Baseline Assess-
ment has documented what we do and where
programs fall short

3. An Office of Program Planning and Integra-
tion has been established to oversee the new-
ly established Matrix Managed programs

4. An office of Program Analysis and Evalua-
tion has been established to advise the Ad-
ministrator regarding program resources and
priorities.

The efforts to implement the plans represent a good start
on a new system. Next year’s efforts will be easier.

SEC Operating Plan Organization

SEC worked hard to develop a Strategic Plan, consistent
with NOAA’s and its Office of Oceanic and Atmospher-
ics Administration’s strategic plans. Our annual operat-
ing plan guides us in achieving our strategic plan; it
shows the effort expended and outcomes expected of
each project in SEC.

This report is organized by the eight projects of SEC’s
current annual operating plan:

� Space Weather Forecasting

� Directed Research

� GOES Acquisition

� POES/NPOESS Acquisition

� Product Development and Transition

� Satellite and Data Services

� Systems and User Support

� Environmental Literacy, Outreach, and Education
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Space Weather Fore-
casting
The Space Weather Operations (SWO) Division of the
Space Environment Center continued to provide space
weather services to the nation on a 24 hour-a-day basis.
SWO operates with three operations specialists, and one
forecaster each day. The forecaster staff is augmented
by two U.S. Air Force staff and two NOAA Corps offi-
cers.

Alerts, Warnings, and Watches

SEC’s forecast center, a joint operation with the USAF,
provides a number of daily space weather products, and
special alerts, warnings, watches and advisories. These
are a few of the key products produced by SWO:

� The Solar-Geophysical Activity Report and Fore-
cast, which provides users with a daily summary
of important activity during the previous 24 hours
and a forecast of expected conditions for the next
3 days.

� Watches issued if conditions appear to be favor-
able for enhanced space weather conditions. This
provides users significant lead time prior to the
onset of the activity.

� Warnings issued if adverse conditions are immi-
nent, with high probability.

� Alerts issued once adverse conditions are actually
observed.

� SWO issues occasional advisories to inform the
public and the media of the special circumstances
and to increase awareness of the potential effects
of space weather.

A major upgrade to SWO alert, warning, and watch
services was implemented on March 12, 2002. At that
time, a number of alerts and alert procedures were rede-
fined to provide near-real-time notification of signifi-
cant activity. A new type of product, called a summary,
was also implemented; it fills in details about the alert
and is issued after all the data are collected. The formats
of the messages that are issued for the watches, warn-
ings, alerts, and summaries were revised to be more
readable, by both people and computers, and were ex-
panded to include additional event information. New
messages were also introduced that correspond to the
NOAA Space Weather Scales, and some redundant
products were eliminated. Geomagnetic warnings were
improved to distinguish between a persistence warning

(how long current activity will continue) and an onset
warning (imminent increase in conditions). Geomag-
netic alerts were improved by issuance in near-real time.
In addition, a new warning was implemented to notify
users when a shock is observed at the ACE solar wind
spacecraft. Proton alerts were expanded, in response to
user requests, to follow the NOAA S-scale hierarchy.
Details of the SEC alerts services are now fully docu-
mented at http://www.sec.noaa.gov/alerts.

Space Weather Activity

Solar Cycle 23 has been in decline during 2002–2003 as
we moved from the season of flares to the season of
persistent high speed solar wind streams. Though sun-
spot number maximum was in April 2000, the Sun con-
tinued to be very active. Some particularly noteworthy
intervals were these:

� high activity intervals in the middle of April 2002
and in late May 2002.

� a series of major flares during July and August
2002.

� major flares with geophysical effects in late May
2003.

� a series of major flares during June 2003.

� a record-breaking round of activity from the
middle of October to early November 2003.

Regardless of these pulses of enhanced solar activity,
high-speed solar wind streams from persistent coronal
holes became the dominant features, especially during
2003, as we observed a recurring pattern of minor to
major geomagnetic storm level activity in response. We
expect solar minimum and the season of increased low-
energy electrons (causing spacecraft charging) to be in
the 2006–2008 time frame.

Keeping Us On Our Toes

The remarkable interval of solar-geophysical activity
between October 19 and November 7, 2003, included 17
major solar flares, six strong interplanetary shocks, six
significant injections of energetic particles, and extreme
levels of geomagnetic storming on October 29 and 30.
Among the more spectacular events were an ~X28 flare
observed by the GOES XRS sensor on November 4,
which may be the biggest ever seen by GOES (the sen-
sors could not record the highest level); a severe ener-
getic particle event on October 29, with peak fluxes
making it the fourth highest observed in records going
back to 1976; and an extreme geomagnetic storm which
ranks as the sixth most intense since 1932, based on the
running Ap index. This stormy interval provided unique
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challenges and resulted in a number of success stories
for space weather forecasting and nowcasting services.
The intense activity affected a wide range of users and
was well-covered by the media. There has been a signif-
icant increase in the number of users requesting various
SWO products since these events.

The forecast center made use of a new and valuable
forecasting tool during the October–November 2003
period of activity. The major events database allows
forecasters to query historical events from the last three
solar cycles (1970–present), using up to approximately
30 different query parameters (e.g. X-ray class, spot
class, longitude and latitude, date, NOAA Scales, maxi-
mum Ap-index, etc.). After each major flare during the
October–November 2003 activity, the database was
queried for similar events. Having instant access to his-
torical events aided in forecasting of CME transit times,
maximum proton levels and geomagnetic response. A
second version of the major event program is due in
early 2004. The new version has many more features,
including a space weather impacts section.

Solar Imaging

Significant progress has been made in the development
of solar image acquisition and display tools in the opera-
tions center. SEC has convenient access to images that
are now automatically ingested from several sources.
Mauna Loa Observatory and the Big Bear Solar Obser-
vatory contribute to SEC. Image display and animation
software has been developed with a convenient graphi-
cal user interface that enables forecasters and operations
specialists to monitor sequences of images and to study
specific historical intervals in the recent past. Software
that allows forecasters to make direct measurements of

the apparent speed of coronal mass ejections, and solar-
rotation chart software that enable forecasters to study
the slow evolution of recurring features on the Sun was
also developed.

The Solar X-ray Imager (SXI) on GOES-12 was turned
on in January 2003 and immediately began supplying
once–a–minute images to SWO. The latest image and
the past 24-hour movie sequence are routinely displayed
in the forecast center, providing the operations staff with
immediate knowledge of the current and recent location
and morphology of solar activity. Image display, movie
display, and real-time event display software allows op-
erations staff to carry out more detailed observations
using SXI. The availability of SXI images was particu-
larly timely, given the closures of the USAF Ramey
Solar Observatory (April 2003) and the Kitt Peak Vacu-
um Telescope (September 2003).

Verification

A major update to the SEC verification web pages
(www.sec.noaa.gov/forecast_verification) was com-
pleted in September 2003. Effective use of SWO warn-
ings and forecasts requires knowledge of their capabili-
ty and limitations. Verification statistics and other
quality information are now available on these web
pages. The majority of the forecasts in the SWO primary
daily forecast product—the Joint USAF-NOAA Report
of Solar and Geophysical Activity (SDF)—are covered,
as well as the SWO short-term geomagnetic K6 warn-
ing. The pages include a glossary of verification terms
and a verification bibliography. More verification re-
sults for other routine SWO forecasts and warnings will
be added along with new charts, analysis and other sup-
plemental resources.

The Space Weather Operations is staffed all the time.
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Directed Research
Directed research at SEC identifies research results suit-
able for transition into operations through collabora-
tions with interagency and international partners and
improves our understanding of the space environment
and its effects. The space environment we study extends
from the solar surface, through the heliosphere and in-
terplanetary space, through Earth’s magnetosphere, ion-
osphere and thermosphere. Researchers at SEC have ex-
pertise in all of these regions, so we are able to
understand the Sun to Earth linkages that are crucial for
developing new Space Weather products and services.
SEC is the sole research entity within NOAA conduct-
ing space weather research. Because research and op-
erations staff work together, our ability to transition re-
search into operationally useful services is greatly
enhanced.

Solar-Heliosphere Research
The participation of SEC in the development of sophis-
ticated Sun-Earth models is a key element in the Center
for Integrated Space Weather Modeling (CISM) and
Multi-disciplinary University Research Initiatives
(MURI) projects. SEC researchers provide empirical
solar magnetic analyses, and play a strong role in devel-
oping the interplanetary models used to simulate coro-
nal disturbances (executed by SAIC in San Diego and
University of California at Berkeley). A model replica-
tion of a real-life coronal mass ejection (CME) event is
shown below.

Another area of solar research involves solar eruptions
that are dominated by the conversion of magnetic ener-

gy into thermal and mechanical (kinetic and gravita-
tional potential) energy. Understanding this conversion
process and its observable signatures will likely im-
prove forecast accuracy substantially. Ongoing work at
SEC includes examining magnetic energy converted to
thermal energy in solar flares. Observations from the
GOES SXI, along with other instruments such as the
GOES XRS, SOHO EIT, and Yohkoh SXT are being
used to refine our understanding of the formation and
cooling of flare loops. The rapid cadence of SXI ob-
servations in multiple wavelength bands has enabled a
precise chronology to be constructed for a major coronal
mass ejection. Coronagraph observations, combined
with SXI data have shown that in this eruption the mag-
nitudes of flare thermal energy and CME mechanical
energy are remarkably well correlated during the solar
eruption’s impulsive phase. 
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Magnetospheric Research
One focus of SEC’s magnetospheric research is to un-
derstanding the structure and dynamics of the radiation
belts. The electron radiation belt is an important ele-
ment of space weather, contributing to the radiation
dose received by astronauts on the International Space
Station and causing anomalous behavior and damage to
spacecraft systems. Understanding the processes re-
sponsible for the observed rapid loss and regeneration of
radiation belt electrons is a high priority for space
weather operations and for space environment research.

We are developing techniques for determining the spa-
tial structure of the radiation belts, and we are character-
izing the solar wind and geomagnetic conditions that
lead to rapid variations in the electron flux levels. This
research will be important for the development of phys-
ics-based models of the space environment that will lead
to improved predictions of hazardous space weather
conditions.

Ionosphere-Thermosphere Research
Variations in the state of the ionosphere are the source of
many of the space weather impacts at ground level. Re-
search at SEC over the past two years has been directed
at understanding and predicting the changes in electro-
dynamics of the ionosphere at low latitudes. The results
of this work explain the source of a significant fraction
of the equatorial electrodynamic variability on Earth’s
nightside.

Research has also been conducted to develop ways to
predict electrodynamic drift. The daytime equatorial
electrojet is a narrow band of enhanced eastward current
flowing in the 100 to 120 km altitude region within � 2
degrees latitude of the dip equator. The strength of the
vertical drifts is directly correlated to the development
of ionospheric irregularities that already affect satellite
communications and GPS navigation. The following
figure shows the excellent agreement between the mod-
eled drift (blue line) with the observed drift (red dots) on
April 17, 2002, validating this technique.

Advocacy, Planning, and Service
SEC serves as a focal point for the space weather re-
search, observation and forecasting efforts in our nation.
The directed research effort at SEC has the important re-
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sponsibility of providing interagency and international
leadership and advocacy for the space weather part of
NOAA’s overall mission. This includes a large effort to
collaborate with interagency and international activities
and to ensure that NOAA and the public benefit from
these activities. SEC provides services to worldwide re-
search and development efforts, we collaborate with ex-
ternal researchers, and we direct activities outside of
NOAA toward the needs of users of space weather ser-
vices. Our close interaction with colleagues improves
our research, and it helps focus their activities on needed
space weather services.

The numerous activities in which SEC staff have partic-
ipated include: Space Weather Week organization, par-
ticipation on the National Academy of Sciences Deca-
dal Survey panels, research conducted with the DoD
Multi-disciplinary University Research Initiatives, par-
ticipation on the steering committee and working
groups of the interagency Community Coordinated
Modeling Center, participation on NASA Living With a
Star mission definition teams and panels, collaboration
in the NSF supported Center for Integrated Space
Weather Modeling Science and Technology Center, par-
ticipation on national and international planning and re-
view committees, and hosting numerous meetings.
Through these activities, SEC maintains an active in-
volvement in the research community. Through this ac-
tive participation in interagency and international acti-
vities, SEC is able to benefit from the worldwide
investment in space weather and to help direct this broad
effort to the benefit of customers for space weather ser-
vices.
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GOES Acquisition
GOES Space Environment Monitors
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites
(GOES) Space Environment Monitor (SEM) instru-
ments on the NOAA GOES satellites are the foundation
for many of the space weather forecasts, alerts, and
warnings; they also provide the measures used for two of
the three NOAA Space Weather Scales (Solar Radiation
Storms and Radio Blackouts). The SEMs include mea-
surements of solar and galactic energetic particles, solar
X-rays (both whole-disk integrated and solar images),
energetic particles in Earth’s magnetosphere, and geo-
magnetic field variations. To assure that the GOES
instrumentation, the ground system, and data processing
meet all requirements, the GOES Acquisition Project at
SEC includes activities to improve and sustain the high-
quality GOES instrumentation and data. We work close-
ly with the satellite group (NESDIS) within NOAA, and
with NASA and its contractors.

The current GOES series of satellites includes GOES-8,
9, 10, 11, and 12. At this time, GOES-10 and 12 are op-
erational, GOES-11 is in on-orbit storage waiting to be
activated when it is needed, and GOES-8 and 9 are lo-
cated near Japan, with GOES-8 being used by the Japa-
nese meteorological community. In September 2002,
SEC held a major GOES Project Review that provided
an overview of the project status and accomplishments.

GOES-N,O, and P Sensor Development,
Data Processing System, and Ground
Data System

The next series of GOES satellites, referred to as
GOES-N, O, and P, which will become GOES-13, 14,
and 15 after launch, are currently under development at
Boeing Satellite Systems. In preparation for the launch
of GOES-N in December 2004, SEC staff are monitor-
ing instrument development, testing, and integration,
and are designing and developing the systems needed at
SEC for the ingest, processing, validation, distribution,
archive, and display of the GOES SEM data.

The GOES-N, O, and P spacecraft will include im-
proved SEM instruments to better support our growing
space weather customers. The improvements include:

� two magnetometers (currently there is one)

� solar X-Ray Sensor (XRS) combined with a new
Extreme UltraViolet sensor (EUV),

� sensors to measure a broader energy range and
directionality of energetic particles,,

� a new Solar X-Ray Imager (SXI) that will have
improved sensitivity and spatial resolution.

Work has begun on the
GOES-N, O, and P SEM
data processing algo-
rithms, data access, and
data storage for these
new instruments. New
products are also being
investigated. Unlike the
development of the
GOES-12 SXI data sys-
tem, which took place as
an isolated project with-
in the established GOES
8-12 SEM architecture,
the SXI data system will

be fully integrated into the GOES-N, O, and P data sys-
tem. It will take full advantage of new and redesigned
architectural elements and system infrastructure.

To improve SEC capabilities to track GOES and other
satellites, SEC has begun an effort to upgrade and im-
prove its ground system tracking and receiving re-
sources. While we normally receive the GOES SEM
data directly through antennas located in Boulder, we
occasionally rely on new methods to receive GOES data
in near-real time over land-line from the NOAA SOCC
(Satellite Operations Control Center). This improved
capability also provides us an important alternative
pathway to receive GOES data. Other improvements in-
clude several new communications lines.

GOES R+ Planning
SEC staff has made major contributions to planning for
the GOES-R series of satellites that will be launched
around 2012. We have written the GOES SEM Opera-
tional Requirements Document and participated in the
development of documents such as the GOES-R Pro-
gram Requirements Document (GPRD) and Mission
Requirements Document (MRD). Significant effort has
been devoted to developing the draft requirements for
the sensors on GOES-R, including SEC hosting two re-
quirements workshops: one for Energetic Particles and
the other for Solar EUV measurements. The informa-
tion from these workshops has been used for the refine-
ment of requirements for the formulation phase studies
for the SEM instruments.
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POES Acquisitions
POES Space Environment Monitor
The Polar Orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite
(POES) Space Environment Monitor (SEM) instru-
ments monitor the particle radiation environment just
above Earth’s atmosphere. These particles produce lo-
cal heating of the upper atmosphere, enhance the elec-
tron density of the ionosphere, and collide with the at-
mosphere at high latitudes to produce the aurora. The
areas impacted by the radiation environment include ra-
dio communication and navigation, satellite operations,
astronauts and the passengers and crew on high altitude
aircraft. The POES products include measures of the to-
tal energy flux into the high latitude regions and statisti-
cal maps of the aurora. A product mapping the high en-
ergy particle flux has been developed for use by the
airline industry to indicate regions of enhanced or se-
vere particle flux that often results in loss of air-to-
ground communications.

POES Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Sensor
The POES Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Sensor
(SBUV) instruments are primarily used for measuring
ozone profiles, but on a daily basis, they also measure
the solar flux. These data are used to calculate the Mg II
Index, a long-term record of solar variability. This index
is used in modeling the stratosphere, thermosphere, and
ionosphere. The index is also used to model total solar
irradiance, which is in turn used in models of long-term
climate change.

POES Satellite and Instrument Status
The SEM instruments on the NOAA POES-14, 15, and
16 satellites continue to provide excellent coverage of
the near-Earth space environment. The NOAA-16
SBUV is presently the primary sensor for collecting the
Mg II core-to-wing ratios that make up the MGII index.
The launch of NOAA POES 17 occurred in February
2002 and the satellite was made “operational” in July
2002. The NOAA-17 SBUV exhibited some degrada-
tion in sensitivity early in the mission but has stabilized
and is fully functional. The NOAA POES-N satellite is
ready for launch and is expected to launch sometime af-
ter July 2004. The POES-N’ satellite met with an un-
timely demise while still on the ground. Replacement of
the POES-N’ satellite is under consideration as are
many options to augment the POES program with data
from other Low-Earth-Orbit satellites. This issue has
not been resolved.

SEM Instrument Contract:
SEC manages the contract for the construction of SEM
instruments for POES and the European METOP pro-
gram. There were a total of 9 SEM-2 instruments pur-
chased from GE Panametrics under this contract, in-
cluding the Engineering model. SEMs are now on orbit
on the NOAA-14, 15, 16, and 17 spacecraft and are per-
forming well. The last SEM-2 should be delivered by
the end of March 2004 and will likely be used as the
POES-N’ replacement instrument.

National Polar Orbiting Operational Envi-
ronmental Satellite System
The National Polar Orbiting Operational Environmen-
tal Satellite System (NPOESS) program is designed to
combine the civilian POES and the military Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) into one pro-
gram beginning in about 2010 and having spacecraft in
three orbits. The Space Environment Sensor Suite
(SESS) on NPOESS is intended to combine and enhance
elements of the POES and DMSP space environment
sensors. The implementation of SESS on all POES sat-
ellites is in jeopardy question due to considerations of
phasing while DMSP is still flying and due to budgetary
constraints.
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Product Development
and Transition
The development of new products and the transition of
research models and data into operations are necessary
for SEC to continually improve space weather services
for its customers. SEC manages the Nation’s “test bed”
for space weather products. What follows are but a few
examples of recent new products and projects currently
being prepared for operational transition.

Research to Operations Opportunities
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SEC is a partner in the Center for Integrated Space
Weather Modeling (CISM), which is funded by NSF.
CISM is dedicated to building a comprehensive phys-
ics-based numerical simulation model that describes the
space environment from the Sun to the Earth. SEC is
also a consortium member of the Community Coordi-
nated Modeling Center (CCMC) along with many other
government agencies. The CCMC is a facility designed
to develop and test coupled models of the space environ-
ment.

Transition Candidate Evaluation and
Selection

SEC recently developed an objective process to priori-
tize new models and data. This process facilitates the
transition of new models and data into operations and
maximizes the effectiveness of limited SEC resources.
This iterative process is one that involves the evaluation
and scoring of transition candidates by a diverse team of
scientists, developers, operators, and users. Prioritiza-
tion of the candidate is based on strategic importance,
operational significance, and implementation readi-
ness. The process has been exercised three times and has
resulted in three models either fully transitioned or ac-
tively being developed.

Recent Model Transitions and Works
in Progress

Specification of an operations concept, software devel-
opment, integration into operational systems and data,
validation in an operational environment, preparing ex-
tensive documentation, and training for users and sup-
port staff are only a few of the tasks required to make a
model fully operational. Nevertheless, SEC has made
steady progress in recent years bringing new models
on-line and the experience gained with each transition
has served to further streamline the process. Below are
a few examples of recently transitioned models and ones
that are currently being considered:

Storm-Time Empirical Ionospheric
Correction Model (STORM)

STORM is the most recent model to become fully opera-
tional at SEC (summer of 2003). This empirical model
provides a useful, yet simple tool for estimating the
changes to the ionosphere in response to geomagnetic
activity
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UPOS Real-Time Kp Model

SEC and the USAF are working towards the operational
implementation of a new model that makes real-time
estimates of the geomagnetic index, Kp. This model was
initially developed through the University Partnering
for Operational Support (UPOS) program. Operational
transition of new geomagnetic products is expected this
year.
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Status of Global Assimilation of Iono-
spheric Measurements (GAIM)

The goal of GAIM is to characterize the state of the
ionosphere-globally, regionally, and locally-providing
both specification and forecasts. Recent work at SEC
has concentrated on validation of the GAIM approach,
and evaluation of its output with regards to accuracy and
improvement over existing techniques. GAIM consis-
tently shows accuracies 2 to 3 times that of the current
empirical models.
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Solar2000 and Mg II Index Products
The NOAA MgII index continues to be used in the Solar
2000 operational product, developed by our CRADA
(Cooperative Research and Development Agreement)
partner, Space Environment Technologies, Inc. In-
creased security enhancements have been made to the
data processing, by implementing the use of develop-
ment and operational computers so there is dual proces-
sing of the data. In addition, changes to the data flow
from SOCC to SEC have made the process more robust.
The NOAA MgII index is available, updated daily,
through SEC’s web site.

GOES SXI Product Enhancements

Real-time images from the Solar X-ray Imager (SXI)
became routinely operational in March 2003. These
images enabled the creation of several new products and
forecast analysis tools related to flare identification and
reporting, active region tracking and analysis, coronal
hole identification, and detection of various energetic

events such as filament eruptions and CMEs. Future
enhancements to existing SXI products include soft-
ware to generate real-time region-of-interest light
curves and the ability to combine model output to SXI
images, such as to characterize the large-scale magnetic
fields associated with the x-ray emissions.
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New OUS Products

Most new SEC products eventually make their way to
the SEC Outside User System (OUS), because the OUS
has become one of the primary conduits for delivering
SEC space weather services to our customers. Conse-
quently, the OUS undergoes frequent updates and addi-
tions. Highlights of some of the new OUS products in
this past year include:

� GOES SXI solar images and movie sequences.

� Near-real-time data lists and plots of the Boulder
Magnetometer.

� Redesigned and updated Forecast Verification
pages.

� D-Region Absorption Prediction animations

� More Ionospheric stations’ data were added.

Some planned OUS products for the coming year in-
clude:

� An improved and expanded Mail Subscription
Services.

� The addition of daily Solar Synoptic Maps and
analyses.

� The output of new models transitioned into op-
erations.
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Satellite and Data
Services
GOES SEM Data Processing, Verification,
and Validation

The GOES Space Environment Monitor (SEM) data
include measurements of solar x-rays, solar and galactic
energetic particles, energetic particles trapped in the
near-Earth space environment, and Earth’s magnetic
field. Substantial effort is dedicated to ensuring that
these data are processed, verified, and validated for use
by Space Weather Operations, SEC customers, the
world-wide scientific community, the NOAA National
Geophysical Data Center, and the NASA CDAWeb.
Some of the recent accomplishments of SEC using the
GOES SEM data include: changes to telemetry proces-
sing, SWO displays, web pages, and data products to
accommodate GOES-12 replacing GOES-8 in April
2003. There were also changes to use GOES-11 proton
data and to process correctly other GOES-12 energetic
particle channels after the failure of some particle chan-
nels on GOES-12, end-of-life tests on GOES-8 to moni-
tor the magnetometer calibration, model-data compari-
sons, and significant improvements to the
magnetometer processing to remove signal contamina-
tion from spacecraft torquer currents.

POES Activities

NOAA-17 SEM data came on line at SEC in July, 2002.
The instrument is operating well and complements the
data from NOAA-14, NOAA-15 and NOAA-16 to pro-
vide unprecedented local-time and geographic longi-
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tude coverage of the near-Earth space environment. The
NOAA-18 satellite is expected to be launched in
mid-2004. Archiving NOAA-12 SEM data at SEC was
terminated.

During the last two years, SEC utilized POES SEM data
to support a number of spacecraft anomaly studies.
These included the ADEOS malfunction, anomalies on
the NASA GALEX and RHESSI satellites, the Colum-
bia shuttle accident, and a number of problems on DOD
satellites.

Real-Time Solar Wind Data from ACE
The NASA Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
satellite, launched in 1997 into a special orbit 1.5 mil-
lion km (about 1 million miles) from Earth, began
broadcasting a continuous flow of real-time solar wind
data January 21, 1998. NOAA SEC developed an in-
ternational partnership to track ACE 24 hours a day, col-
lecting data from stations at Communications Research
Laboratory in Japan, Rutherford-Appleton Laboratory
in England, Indian Space and Research Organization in
India, the NOAA stations located at Wallops Island, Vir-
ginia, and Boulder, Colorado, the Deep Space Network
run by NASA, and the USAF network. While ACE
reached the end of its design life in 2003, and has experi-
enced some minor aging problems, it continues to
broadcast reliable space weather data, and is expected to
operate for many years to come, based on its fuel re-
serve.

These data have allowed SEC to develop and issue high-
ly reliable alerts and warnings, with up to an hour lead
time, of imminent geomagnetic storms. Such storms
produce dramatic changes in the geomagnetic field of
Earth, leading to problems in delicate technological sys-
tems on satellites, in electric power grids, and in naviga-
tional and communication systems. The real-time data
are relied on and used throughout the United States by
other federal agencies, commercial firms, scientists,
and the general public. Additionally, the data and prod-
ucts are used throughout the world, as space weather
storms can envelop much of the Earth within minutes,
impacting all technologically advanced countries.

SXI on GOES
On January 22, 2003, the GOES-12 Solar X-Ray Imager
(SXI) began imaging the Sun and had an immediate pos-
itive impact on forecasting. Almost immediately an ex-
traneous source of light was evident when the filter was
in the “OPEN” filter position. This source was attributed
to a pinhole light leak in one of the entrance filters. The
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effect was removed in ground processing of the images
after a substantial effort by SEC staff, and the SXI for-
mally entered operations on April 26, 2003, providing
the forecast center with high cadence images of the Sun.
The forecast center received real-time SXI data with an
availability level of 97.7% from January to September.
Two anomalies occurred in the fall:

� On Sept. 2, 2003, anomalies in the detector high
voltage power supply forced the detector to be
run only at lower voltages, but on October 28,
SXI returned to operations, with only slightly de-
graded capabilities.

� On November 5, 2003, an apparent total failure
of one of the entrance filters flooded the SXI tele-
scope with too much sunlight, rendering the
OPEN filter position unusable. This forced fur-
ther degradation in the SXI capabilities.

The SXI has been operating continuously since Novem-
ber 12, 2003. In this difficult first year, the SXI saw
setbacks as well as successes, and remains a great asset
for the forecast center.

Data Display System

Release 1.3 of the Data Display System (DDS) software
was developed over the last 2 years to correct software
problems in previous releases, and to add new function-
ality and displays. SEC was unable to fully deploy this
release because of staff resource limitations and com-
peting priorities.

While the display components of the DDS remain under
test, four new IDS clients and a data monitoring and
alarm system (which provide audio alerts when selected
thresholds have been exceeded) have been released in
beta versions. SEC plans to release this software at the
beginning of 2004.

SEC External Web Site Activities

Use of the SEC web site (http://www.sec.noaa.gov) in-
creased by 50% in the last 2 years to an average 600,000
“hits” per day.

During the high solar activity and media attention of
October and November 2003, SEC experienced record
traffic (see following graph). SEC moved its web site to
the NOAA web farm in Boulder, Colorado, just in time
to serve nearly 20 million hits. SEC continues to use the
NOAA web farm and plans further capacity, reliability,
and bandwidth improvements through the use of other
NOAA common internet services.

Common System Services

SEC spent significant effort in 2003 researching, de-
signing and prototyping a new suite of software services
that will improve SEC operational IT systems.

These services include both SEC developed and open
source software:

� Directory Service—middleware services using a
central directory lookup service.

� Bridge Service—safe interface to the SEC Data-
base

� Logging Service—application log records.

� Messaging Service—distributed applications.

� FTP Servers—to provide public ftp for data pro-
viders and a dissemination service for external
customers to SEC.

Database Migration

In 2002 and 2003, SEC began to migrate its space
weather data from a legacy database to a data-storage
system, SWDS (Space Weather Data Stores). SEC has
verified and operationally deployed the following data
within SWDS:

� GOES-8, 10, 11 and 12 SEM data

� ACE data

� Ionospheric SAO data

A new ground data system to acquire GOES-12 SXI
image data was also developed by SEC during 2002 and
2003. The database portion of this system was devel-
oped utilizing the new SWDS relational and file store
capabilities.

In the next 2 years, SEC plans to add GOES-N SEM,
SXI, Ground Based Magnetometer, Ionospheric and
derived product data to the SWDS system.
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Systems and User 
Support
The primary goal of the Systems and User Support
group is to provide the most reliable systems for SEC
users and customers. Because the SEC computer sys-
tems are the lifeblood of nearly every task that is per-
formed at the Center, the Systems and User Support
personnel interface with every group and user in the
Center.

Instrumentation

Instrumentation and data flow are two important priori-
ties Systems Support. A 3-axis magnetometer was
installed at the Table Mountain Observatory to provide
back up, redundancy and verification of magnetic activ-
ity. This installation included excavation, installation,
insulation, and calibration of the instrument and its cor-
responding preprocessor hardware. 

The support group ensures that data from the primary
GOES satellites are acquired, processed and delivered
to all customers, including the SEC Space Weather Op-
erations forecast center. Real-time solar wind data from
the ACE (Advanced Composition Explorer) satellite is
also received when it is within SEC’s reception foot-
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print. These data are received on a ground system that
includes antennas, receivers, bit synchronizers, commu-
nication lines and preprocessor systems. All of this equip-
ment is maintained and supported by SEC personnel.

Infrastructure

The ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) backbone in
the David Skaggs Research Center (DSRC, NOAA’s
building in Boulder) network was replaced by a Gigabit
network. This replacement was performed in conjunc-
tion with and the cooperation of all the building tenants,
including the NOC (Network Operations Center). The
planning and preparation spanned several months and
the actual switchover was accomplished in approxi-
mately 4 hours. Impacts to the SEC operational systems
were kept to a minimum and very little data was lost.

System administration is provided to a wide variety of
systems and platforms. These operating systems include
Hewlett Packard HP-UX, DEC Ultrix, DEC UNIX,
Microsoft Windows 2000, Microsoft Windows XP,
Microsoft Windows NT 4.0, RedHat Linux, and Apple
OSX. In addition domain name e-mail and web services
are maintained and supported. All operational systems
are supported at all times.

Customers

The systems maintained by the support group are used
by everyone working at the Center, and are also utilized
by a wide variety of customers who use SEC data. These
customers include government agencies, like the U.S.
Air Force, NASA, and FAA, and customers from the
private industry sector. While most of the data are avail-
able on the Web, maintaining the Web services is only
one type of support. Transfers of files and support for
SEC-written software run by customers remotely are
also part of the customer support.

IT Security

SEC has provided information to DOC and various parts
of NOAA. Information from SEC has included security
plans and self assessments, contingency plans, and re-
sponses to security alert actions. SEC will continue to
respond to data calls and will continue to improve the
security of our IT environment.

Computer Users Committee

As a way of ensuring good communication and respon-
sive support for users, the CUC (Computer Users Com-
mittee) meets twice a month and reviews proposed
changes to computer systems or suggestions users
would like to offer. Policies, problems, recommenda-
tions, or joint efforts with other computer projects are
frequently discussed and appropriately carried out.
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Environmental Literacy
Environmental Literacy is a newly stated goal for
NOAA. SEC efforts encompass two methods for
achieving this goal: outreach and education. Environ-
mental Literacy at SEC has taken on some remarkable
roles in the last two years, both teaching and encourag-
ing science education and also hearing back from the
public and our customers.

Outreach
Space Weather Week

One of the most important outreach activities at SEC is
the one that lets us communicate with our customers: the
annual Space Weather Week conference. The 2003 con-
ference, held May 19–22, drew record crowds of users,
researchers, and industry and vendor representatives. In
addition to the full agenda of solar activity reports, user
effects, and research work on modeling the environ-
ment, several distinguished speakers gave us a view of
the larger interest in Space Weather.

Space Weather Week is co-organized by the NOAA
Space Environment Center, the Air Force Research
Laboratory, the NSF Division of Atmospheric Science,
and the NASA Sun-Earth Connection Program.

Who are our customers?

The most consistent answer to that question is that there
are more and more of them. The sheer volume of them
is reflected in the number of hits on our web site, an
average of 600,000 per day, and as many a 19 million on
a very busy day. Here are some examples of the indus-
tries that are inexorably linked to space weather

� U.S. power grid infrastructure

� Human space flight

� Spacecraft launch teams

� Commercial airline industry

� Telecommunications users

� Space commerce and transportation

� GPS users

� All Department of Defense units

For a short time, at least, one of our important new
customers is the people who work for NOAA in the
National Weather Service. Because SEC is joining the
Weather Service, many of them will be learning about
space weather, as we learn about how the meteorologi-
cal side works.

Customer Survey

To answer the many questions that flooded us from
Washington about our customers, our products and ser-
vices, and our expenditures, we sent out an informal
e-mail survey to some of our customers. The results
were most helpful, and gave us a wealth of knowledge
about how space weather information is used to mitigate
problems or explain failures in various industries.

Outreach at the AMS

The first major presence of space weather at an Ameri-
can Meteorological Society (AMS) annual meeting in
January 2004 was an unqualified success. Meteorolo-
gists enjoyed the exposure and saw space weather ser-
vices as analogous to meteorological services.

Education
Students Here and There

Besides the many visits to classrooms our scientists
make in a year to schools in the area (and sometimes
neighboring states!), NOAA hosted 150 middle-school
children from the Boulder Valley School District. Their
“NOAA Science Day” was a pilot program created as
part of a partnership between NOAA and the School
District. The goal is to make it possible for all eighth
graders in the district to attend a day at NOAA. The pilot
visit was a great success. Children came away with lots
of enthusiasm, knowledge, and interest. The teachers
and scientists had ideas on how to make it even better.

The Denver Museum of Nature and Science

For the third year, SEC has been able to be a sponsor for
the Museum with the NOAA Educational Partnership
Program funds. This year, a diversity of students in the
greater Denver area will be able to attend the newly
opened wing of the museum called Space Odyssey. The
subject matter is not only fascinating science, it covers
the scientific parts of the NOAA Space Weather Pro-
gram.
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Vision of SEC in 
5 Years
Considerable change occurred within NOAA the last 2
years as the Administrator introduced a new planning
system called Planning, Programming, Budgeting and
Execution System and established formal “programs” to
carry out NOAA’s work. This resulted in a direct and
important impact on SEC and its future.

Evolved Customer and Partner Needs

Five years from now, we expect society will have an
even greater dependence upon space weather services.
New technologies have new vulnerabilities to space
weather, especially when competition forces operating
margins to shrink and risks due to space weather grow.
At the same time, new data and models mean that space
weather products will better serve users everywhere.

The Role of Space Weather in NOAA

SEC became the heart of NOAA’s newly formed Space
Weather Program, which included functions scattered
throughout NOAA. Space Weather, and in particular
SEC, became a visibly significant program in NOAA.

By FY08 SEC will be in the National Weather Service
(NWS) National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP), will be issuing space weather aviation products
through the NWS Aviation Weather Center and
enhanced products through the NWS Family of
Services, and will have models that run on the NCEP
supercomputers alongside the tropospheric weather
models. SEC will have expanded its involvement in the
American Meteorological Society and continued to run
its yearly Space Weather Week conferences, a melting
pot that brings together, in one place at one time,
forecasters, researchers, commercial users, vendors,
and a far-ranging collection of international players.

Enhanced Guidance to Forecasters

Forecasts will evolve from today’s once daily products
to include rolling updates as conditions change. For
instance, forecasts of communication and radiation
conditions affecting airlines need to be updated more
often than daily. In FY08 the next solar cycle will be
ramping up, resulting in a shift from one dominant type
of space weather activity to another, from recurrent high
speed streams to large flares and solar storms.
Forecasters will be using the first of a continuing and
evolving string of physically based global models,
producing regional and local specifications and

forecasts of space weather conditions. This will be an
evolutionary step up from the empirically based models
run today. A number of models are under development
within the larger space weather community with funds
from NSF, NASA, and DOD, and they will be nearing
their beginning transition phase. They range from the
models involving the Sun and its output, to models
dropping down to the stratosphere.

Expanded NOAA Space Weather Data

Considerable evolution also will have occurred in the
data available from NOAA. The first of the new GOES
satellites, N, will be supplying vast new streams of data,
from instruments including an upgraded version of SXI,
the first ever Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) operational
sensor, new instruments to measure the Earth’s radiation
belt particles, and expanded radiation detectors. The
subsequent series of GOES, starting with GOES-R, with
even more expanded instrumentation, will be in
fabrication. A new series of Polar satellites, called
NPOESS, will be in the building phase, with an
expanded suite of space weather instruments. These
spacecraft combine the former NOAA POES and DOD
DMSP programs into one unified program.

Beyond ACE, the Geostorms L1 Mission

SEC continues to strive to develop a mission to replace
the current Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
spacecraft as the source of needed real-time solar wind
measurements. By FY08 it could be in development for
launch before the next solar maximum.

Continued Acquisition of Data from Re-
search Satellites

SEC will continue to take advantage of new sensors
flown for research purposes by NASA, DOD and, where
possible, by Europe and Japan. Two notable missions
will be supplying real-time data to NOAA by FY08, the
NASA missions STEREO and SDO. The STEREO
mission will allow us to see, for the first time, the Sun
and its solar storms from two directions simultaneously.
The NOAA led ground station network will be tracking
and gathering STEREO data in real time for use in
operations. NASA’s SDO (Solar Dynamics
Observatory) will be supplying continuous solar data at
a remarkably high time resolution, more than a factor of
10 beyond anything available today. 
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Facts about SEC

Director’s Office
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Division

NOAA
CorpsUSAF

Center Organization—SEC continues to operate with-
in a streamlined structure that minimizes organizational
levels, but allows redeployment of resources quickly as
situations change. Our staff works across organizational
boundaries to support the many Center-wide tasks.

Program Planning—In 2003 SEC was identified as
one of 41 programs within NOAA. This formalized our
role as participants in NOAA’s planning process. To ac-
commodate this change in status, SEC has made a con-
certed effort to realign its projects with the official
NOAA projects and themes. You can see the projects re-
flected in this report as subject heads.

Funding—The major source of funding at SEC is
through a direct appropriation from Congress; supple-
ments to this base funding come from special NOAA
programs and from other government agency sponsors.
In the past few years NOAA and its Office of Oceanic
and Atmospheric Research (OAR) have focused on try-
ing to make Laboratory funds increase to offset increas-
ing labor costs.

In FY03 SEC struggled through a reduced budget;
through belt tightening and help from NOAA OAR we
were able to make it through the year without losing
staff.

Partners—SEC could not succeed without its partners.
The SEC forecast center is a joint operation between
NOAA and the USAF Weather Agency, which assigns
three persons to SEC. Two NOAA Corps officers also

work at SEC and another helps run the USAF solar ob-
servatory at Learmonth, Australia. Partnership with
CIRES (Cooperative Institute for Research in Environ-
mental Studies) at the University of Colorado is ex-
tremely beneficial. Finally, all federal agencies inter-
ested in space weather are loosely bound together in the
National Space Weather Program, an organization
which has successfully encouraged partnerships among
the agencies.
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Personnel—SEC continues to benefit from a wide
range of Joint Institute employees, visitors, and various
special guest workers on staff. SEC has been able to con-
tinue its high level of research, development, and opera-
tional activities through the use of this non-civil servant
staff.
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Personnel and Activities
EEO and Diversity—The Space Environment Center
is committed to the principles of Equal Employment
Opportunity and Diversity. Our greatest challenge in
this regard is our lack of growth. For the past few years
we have been shrinking in size and have had little oppor-
tunity for recruitments. Recognizing this, we have taken
steps to create our own internal career mobility pro-
gram. Staff members with aspirations for career en-
hancement have been encouraged to participate in the
training necessary to move their careers forward. To
date, we have been able to promote two employees from
support positions into the professional IT career path.
We also enjoy a broad representation of different cul-
tures through our many international employees and
visitors, and have devoted resources to the development
of educational materials for elementary, junior and high
school students.

Committee memberships, review boards, planning
groups—SEC staff members played critical roles in the
space environment community, authoring numerous
scientific papers, participating in proposal and journal
article reviews, leading professional organizations, and
interest groups, and as members of numerous organiz-
ing committees of meetings. A few examples of SEC
staff serving in critical roles follow:

� Co-chair of the National Space Weather Program
governing Committee on Space Weather.

� Secretary, ISES; member, ISES Directing Board.

� Fellow, CIRES.

� Member, SHINE Steering Committee.

� Member, NASA Living with a Star Science Ar-
chitecture Team.

� Member, Editorial Advisory Board, GPS Solu-
tions Journal

� Members, NASA LWS Geospace Mission Defini-
tion Team.

� Member, National Solar Observatory SOLIS ad-
visory group.

� Member, High Altitude Observatory Director’s
Advisory Committee

� Member, Coordinated Community Modeling
Center Steering Committee

� Invited Lecturer, UCLA Slichter Lecturer, 2002

� Chair, COSPAR (Committee on Space Research)
Panel on Space Weather.

� Secretary, American Geophysical Union Space
Physics and Aeronomy-Solar Magnetospheric
Section.

� Member, NSF Geospace Environment Modeling
(GEM) Steering Committee.

� Member, SCOSTEP S-RAMP Committee on
Space Weather.

� Member, National Solar Observatory Users Com-
mittee.

� Members of four of the National Academy of
Sciences Panels for Solar and Space Physics.

� Members, several NASA Peer Review Panel for
research proposals to the Living with a Star pro-
gram.

� Member, Government Advisory Team for the
NPOESS Space Environment Sensor Suite.

� Members, AMS Symposium for Space Weather
organizing committee
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Space Environment Center Staff and Associates

Staff who worked at SEC sometime during 2002–2003

Systems Division

Abeyta, Jim

Barsness, Steve

Cruickshank, Cheryl

Curtiss, Candice

DeFoor, Tom

Finelli, Dave

Ito, Dave

Lewis, Dave

Masten, Bob

McKillen, Kathleen, Sec’y

Prendergast, Kelly

Raben, Vi Hill

Sayler, Steve

Wolf, Carol

Guest Workers and CIRES

England, Marcus

Enney, Chris

Fedrick, Kelvin

Grubb, Dick

Husler, Mike

Padmanabham, Gopa

Stone, David

Taylor, John

Vickroy, Jim

SWO Division

Balch, Chris

Cohen, Norm

Combs, Larry

Crown, Misty

Doggett, Kent

Gajdys, Patrick

Kunches, Joe, Chief

McKillen, Kathleen, Sec’y

Miller, Warren

Murtagh, Bill

Nelson, Gayle

Real, Dan

Tegnell, Ken

Williamson, Court

NOAA CORPS
Hilton, Alan

Weaver, Mike, LCDR

Zezula, David, LT

U.S. AIR FORCE
Doser, Kelly, Capt

Jacobson, Rick, TSgt

Research and Development
 Division

Bergstedt, Pam

Biesecker, Doug

Detman, Tom

Evans, Dave

Garcia, Howard

Greer, Sue

Hill, Steve

Matheson, Lorne

Muckle, Alex

Newman, Ann

Onsager, Terry

Pizzo, Vic

Puga, Larry

Singer, Howard, Chief

Smith, Zdenka

Stewart, Rhonda, Sec’y

Vierick, Rodney

Guest Workers and CIRES
Akmaev, Rashid

Anderson, Dave

Anghel, Adela

Araujo, Eduardo

Arge, Nick

Codrescu, Mihail

Davies, Ken

Dryer, Murray

Faied, Dohy

Fraser, Brian

Fuller-Rowell, Tim

Green, Janet

Heaton, Amanda

Hood, Chris

Kiplinger, Alan

Koratova, Galina

Markel, Rob

Maruyama, Naomi

Mayer, Leslie

Minter, Cliff

Neupert, Werner

Odstrcil, Dusan

O’Loughlin, Karen

Romanov, Alex

Sauer, Herb

Singer, Kelsi

Speiser, Ted

Spencer, Paul

Wahl, Susan

Weigel, Robert

Administration
Crumly, Mike

Deitemeyer, Pat, Sec’y

Garcia, Nancy

Heckman, Gary

Hildner, Ernie, Director

Poppe, Barbara

Zwickl, Ron, Asst. Director

Guest Workers and CIRES
Aucone, Ryan

Bouwer, Dave

Joselyn, JoAnn
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ternational Conference on Substorms, Ed. R. Winglee, 2002.
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